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Mole Negro, Que Wow! 
by Professor Riley as told to revolutionary poet Tomas Riley 
 
Comrades, the Professor is long winded, so for the first time ever, I put the recipe before the 
story. Enjoy! – Mero Cocinero 
 
Elements 
Swiss Chard Red Onions Queso Seco Pepitas  Jicama Slices 
 
Process 

• Halve the onions then slice in quarter inch slices and set aside 
• Toast the pepitas 1-2 minutes and remove from pan 
• Caramelize onions 5-6 minutes until golden 
• Saute chard 6-7 minutes with onions 
• Reduce heat and cover the pan with a lid or aluminum foil 
• Your captain should go find the Professor for assembly instructions 
• A note about quantities: 
• Chard - It might take about 4-5 bunches to make enough for 50-60 
• Red Onions - 4 
• Pepitas - 1 cup 
• Queso - 1 round should be more than enough per night 

 
Professor Riley's Story behind Mole Negro, Que Wow! 
The very idea of mole was fascinating to Professor Riley. Growing up somewhat confused 
about his own ethnic identity the act of pulling together sometimes incongruent spices and 
incorporating the abundant flora all around them represented a fundamental urge among his 
people to bring all things together and create harmony out of the discord. Or maybe it was 
recognizing the harmony itself to be observed in their natural environment and then 
recreating that diversity of living things and all the elements that make us human in the 
ceaseless simmer of one divine dish. Either one worked. Theories are only theories, and one 
can manipulate them this way and that. But the mole itself breaks from ambivalence of 
anthropological namings of this or that. It exists. One can eat it.  
 
Had he known his Mexican grandmother before she died he was certain that the Oaxacan 
Mole Negro - in his mind, the most Mexican of all Mexican moles because it had the most 
ingredients and so he had read, was also the most difficult to prepare. Naturally that 
would've been her specialty. He imagined Sunday dinners beneath talapas in southern rural 
Mexico. After mass at a church named after an obscure saint who smoked cigars the regal 
dish was artfully rendered by his great aunts under abuela's supervision because they must 
learn the recipe too for posterity, legacy, and the preservation of the family name. And they 
would bring it to the table where dozens of family members sat waiting anxiously for their 
first helping scarcely able to keep their tongues from wagging out of their mouths. Abuela 
would wave her hand restoring all decorum and dignity, and this massive lot of ancestors 
that the Professor would never know would feast...heartily. 
 
The Professor wanted that feast; he needed that feast; he lived to partake of that feast. But 
where to find what you have never known? Moreover, as a distinguished man of letters and 
one of the only Chicanos at the university he had an image to uphold. The few Latino 
students on campus looked up to him with pride, and when they passed him in the hallways 
they would say to one another, "There goes Professor Riley. He knows everything about 
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Chicanos." And so, how to find mole without admitting he didn't know where to find it. 
"You're an educated man," he'd tell himself. "You've done enough research to know how to 
gather data from a reluctant subject. You're already of them, participant observer so to 
speak. What would Rosaldo do?" He decided to slip it into weekly quizzes as an extra credit 
question: "Where does one find the absolute best and most authentic mole negro in town?" 
And the students would respond as if there were a correct response, and Professor would 
grant them the extra point while compiling an impressively growing list of hopeful targets. 
 
It wasn't one of those leads, but a Yelp review that brought about the Professor's epiphany. 
Now sampling his 23rd or 24th version of the dish he ceremoniously took his notebook out of 
his shoulder bag and began to run through his assessment rubric. Points were allotted for 
overall appearance, aroma, color, consistency, ratio of meat to sauce, the state of freshness of 
the banana leaf, taste and lastly authenticity. He would score each category one to five with 
5 as highest allowing space for his own notes that might account for the nuances that 
couldn't be quantified. He studied aggregate scores versus median scores and if no clear 
winner emerged he might judge the server or the establishment trying to establish the 
Oaxacan personnel count as a tie breaker. He found himself on this particular day perplexed. 
He had gotten as far as color when a beam of intense brightness screamed from the setting 
sun straight through whole in the awning barely missing the restaurant's C rating placard in 
the window only to bore directly into the back of the Professor's head. He immediately felt 
the burn as so many ants under a cruel boy's magnifying glass a burning so sharp and 
unexpected the Professor dropped his fork. "Have I been shot?" he wondered. "Am I about to 
turn around only to look down the barrel of a smoking gun, or will I simply plant my face into 
this scorching hot plate of the divine?" Slowly he turned his head. He followed the light past 
the C placard through the window and up to the awning. He tried to look but the light was so 
bright it might've scorched his retina had he not so quickly turned away. And for a few 
minutes his vision was a muddle of blue and white hot in the shape of the hole in the awning 
and he searched for cool colored objects waiting for his vision to return. As it slowly and 
surely did the random letters of a street sign began to emerge like the ones on a doctors eye 
chart all set beside one another intentionally out of order and making no sense. 
 
The letters were coming in clearer now. First a T, then a W, and definitely a K. He placed 
two fingers in his water glass and rubbed them on his eyes. He blinked continuously flushing 
out water and light now wanting to read the sign if only to be sure that he would truly see 
again. As more letters emerged his panic subsided and the sign revealed itself. The Professor 
sighed. He sighed long and deep, so deep almost to the point of an outright groan. 
"Koreatown," he said. "The best most delicious, most authentic, most Mexican of all Mexican 
mole negro I have ever had is in Koreatown." And it all made perfect sense, his theory about 
the universal desire for equilibrium and a science that accounts for people and culture too. 
The incongruent aspects of the mole's ingredients reflected in the Asian quest for balance in 
cuisine and life. He felt like Paul on the road to Damascus and thought, "I'm on to something 
here. Something that connects us all," and pointing to his still steaming plate said audibly 
enough, "This stuff is bigger than all of us." 
 
¿Como? asked the confused proprietor who assumed the Professor was talking to him. 
 
"Huh? Oh...nada. It's just, well you know, viva la raza brother. Viva la raza!" 
 
And the Professor began to feast as he never had done in his life.  


